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Get your guide dubai reviews

Sign up for our newsletter and discover travel experiences you'll really want to try. By signing up, you agree to receive promotional emails. You can cancel your subscription at any time. For more information, read our Privacy statement. The 10 Attractions You Should See in Dubai Dubai have transformed itself in recent years with creative
and ambitious construction projects that have put this city at the top of every bucket list. Here are a few attractions you may not want to miss when you visit this desert hotspot. At 829.8 meters tall, Burç Khalifa is proudly located as the tallest building in the world. Gravity-defying, jaw-dropping 124th-century landscape. Brought to you by
the same team behind the Bellagio fountains in Las Vegas, the Dubai Fountain show is a real show. Take a seat at a nearby café and take it all. Dubai is home to burj al-arab, the world's highest hotel. If you can't afford a $15,000/night luxury suite, try eating among the sea creatures in the underwater restaurant! There are two palm-
shaped artificial islands on the shore. Palm Jumeirah is already home to luxury villas and a water park. The great Palm Jebel Ali is still under construction. Just 1.6 miles off the coast, World Dubai is an artificial archida in the form of a world map. These 300 mini-islands have secluded properties for private investors. There's a heavy sun in
Dubai. Which means you're going to need a beach. Jumeirah Beach is the best sandy strip in town and the center of hotels makes a great homebase for tourists. The stream divides Dubai into two towns (Deira to the north and Bur Dubai to the south). Take a look at Dhow Wharfage, which has been anchored for a century in some fishing
dhows. Dubai museum 18. Learn about the expansion of Emirates after the oil boom and check out traditional Emirati musical instruments. In a city so well known for luxury, you'd better believe that Dubai shopping is a must-see city! Inside there is an entrance to the Burlap Caliph, an ice rink, a game center and a cinema. Spread three
kilometres along the Persian Gulf, Dubai Marina will be the world's largest man-made marina when completed and will be home to more than 12,000 residents and tourists. For those who are not architects of your Planning Visit, three to four days will suffice to see everything you need to see. Be careful when you choose to visit. It's very
hot between May and September and it's uncomfortable if you're not used to the desert heat. Impressive hotel rooms in this city will be your choice. For more budget-conscious travelers, you know you won't have to miss out just because you can't afford to stay in nicer places! Plan your experiences in advance at Dubai's luxury hotels.
Book dinner at Burj Al-Arab or stop by for an afternoon cocktail (and views of the Burj Khalifa) at The Address Downtown Dubai. If you're going to Dubai For the first time, Western tourists may have questions about laws that consider unusual. In short, be respectful. Dress conservatively and make sure your shoulders are covered. Public
displays of affection are considered illegal. In addition, except in the specified bars, public alcohol consumption is illegal. Currency AED (United Arab Emirates dirham) Best time to visit in spring and autumn, temperatures will be slightly lighter. Want to discover everything to do in Dubai? Click here for the full list. Take a curated 48-hour
itinerary that includes the most iconic experiences in Dubai based on 4.6/5 155335 reviews, directly to your inbox. By signing up, you agree to receive promotional emails. You can cancel your subscription at any time. For more information, read our Privacy statement. Want to discover everything to do in Dubai? Click here for the full list.
4.5 / 5 Based on 9905 reviews absolutely unacceptable to say the least !!!!!! - While I was pushing me into a sudden outbreak quarantine of my hometown of Adelaide Covid19 I was visiting interstate Cairns Queensland banning me from Skydiving scheduled for November 17, 2020 while this Queensland Government quickly imposed
official sanctions and restrictions on passengers arriving at Adelaide 16 Nov 11:59 (take the test and immediately into Quarantine). Of course I wouldn't take out a 24-hour cancellation policy. 17 mornings (SkyDive Day) I called Blue SKIES (Skydive company) to inform you directly that It is Adelaide, unless I have been tested and cleaned
up, of course I am aware of the new restrictions imposed, so ok this is quite flat this is quite flat this would not be doubting a refund, I would not be in doubt to fly back to Adelaide 18 programs to fly back to Adelaide. Law Abiding 17. Email Get Your Guide TO RE: About this situation they're responding to - Get Your Guide:Cairns: Tandem
Skydive from 15,000 Feetin cancellation policy lets us cancel your booking 24 hours in advance before the event starts. Since your GYG32N5XXXXXXX BOOKING request is outside this cancellation policy, we need some documentation as to whether an exception can be made. Acceptable documents include a notice confirming that
government agencies (e.g. hospitals, laboratories or government agencies) must be quarantined. GetYourGuide SupportI hotel announced that it had contacted me to stay in the room late on the evening of November 16 implementing government regulations. He even shared The Government Link, which envisions these criteria and
complex details. I directly told me that there are no official documents, but this suits the category/criteria towards - it was common sense and to be responsible. You do not need direct contact if you clearly meet these criteria. I presented them with messages in my tests that confirmed the date/time if they could work, but Official documents
stipulating a 14-day quarantine. This was all detailed on the official government website outlining the 14-day mandatory isolation (the link I already shared). I even sent them my flight information for this support because I was considered a hotspot high risk individual in Adelaide. Get Your Guide Agent: Cairns: Tandem Skydive from 15,000
Feet cancellation policy does not allow us to cancel after booking. Unfortunately, we cannot refund you because we are unable to process your request without open documents from the Queensland government. It really upsets me that we are unable to offer you a refund of your money as we strictly follow the policy and hope you
understand the situation, and in our position we can only follow the same procedure. GetYourGuide Support Only this is unacceptable. This is a volatile situation that forces everyone into uncertainty, so far it does not make special exceptions policies for COVID 19, nothing new. The airlines didn't have it, but they had to make
unprecedented exceptions. Do they say they still have a strict policy, even for CoVID19?. Everyone is really impressed with this Pandemic??? NEVER AGAIN!!! Why am I being punished for something that no one has control over!!! Please tell me how fair this is???? The responses I received from your Customer Service Team cannot be
serious!!! Do the right thing and Return it to Me........... When I was in Dubai, I definitely wanted to do a desert safari and I wasn't disappointed! It was extremely great! I'm not in the dunes, at sunset, in sand ,... Everything was perfect! I recommend it before too many people, before the season (or much later). Well, so we reached the boat
with some friends so we booked xculise cruise for dinner trip which we discovered was sitting on the upper deck without advance, so we complained like a 7 month old baby who couldn't stand the hot climate there so after a while we had a table on the lower AC deck where we started all the troubles. There were 2 portable AC near the
kiosk at one end that bearly worked instead of any AC and nothing at the other end of the boat we were sitting on. I complained to each waiter and the only answer I received was that AC was at the maximum operating level , I spoke to the crew leader with a tight tone for just 10 minutes before I went back to the AC hot grill point so my
wife ended up divided ac got the baby on the other side of the boat , my friends stood on the upper deck carrying high demystit for the sake of some breath. All 1 taste of food sweet chicken lollipaps used to fry all dishes of the same oil as if the fish next to it tasted bad as medals. For his birthday I asked the day before for a small
installation I had the first 2 options I had 2 options and I went and gave them the cake cruize timing bf preferred 2 hours so I paid 250 aed extra to get the cake from otherwise cruising to bring you to be a surprize before. After dinner there is a cake here approaching the table of 1 waiter, spoiling the right surprize, this was not enough cake
without any candles or at least no one said happy birthday only in the back if you needed to wrap the cake to go box for crew leader cake. No one offered us anything for drinks I had to ask the waiter to check our drink options, I also asked the waiter for a cup of tea after dinner neither came nor did the waiter or any of his collegues make it
to the end of the cruise. In the bottom line for 250 aed I can get much better dinner in many places so I don't have this cruise recommed at all. All.
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